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The MYP 3 scientific discipline class incorporates basic information, 

cognition, facts, and practical applications of the scientific subdivisions, 

which are biologicalscience, chemical science, and natural philosophies. The 

purpose of the class is to familiarise the pupils with the constructs and 

rudimentss of the scientific discipline subdivisions and to guarantee they 

develop appropriate accomplishments in managing theoretical scientific 

cognition presented in talk and practical applications offered in school 

research labs. 

Course aims: 
The MYP 3 scientific discipline class aims are based on the MYP aims. It 

encourages and enables pupils to: 

1. Develop wonder, involvement and enjoyment towards scientific discipline 

and its methods of enquiry. 

2. Acquire scientific cognition and apprehension. 

3. Communicate scientific thoughts, statements and practical experiences 

efficaciously in a assortment of ways. 

4. Develop experimental and fact-finding accomplishments to plan and 

transport out scientific probes and to measure grounds to pull a decision. 

5. Develop critical, originative and asking heads that pose inquiries, work out

jobs, concept 
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accounts, justice statements and do informed determinations in scientific 

and other contexts. 

6. Develop consciousness of the possibilities and restrictions of scientific 

discipline and appreciate that scientific 

cognition is germinating through collaborative activity locally and 

internationally. 

7. Appreciate the relationship between scientific discipline and engineering 

and their function in society. 

8. Develop consciousness of the moral, ethical, societal, economic, political, 

cultural and environmental deductions of the pattern and usage of scientific 

discipline and engineering. 

9. Observe safety regulations and patterns to guarantee a safe 

workingenvironmentduring scientific activities. 

10. Engender an consciousness of the demand for and the value of effectual 

coaction during scientific activities. 

Categorization of life beings `` Monera, Protoctista, Fungi, Plants and 

animate beings '' . 

Metamorphosisand enzymes. 
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Plant and animate being cells, specialised cells, tissues, conveyance 

mechanisms between cells and their environment ( diffusion, osmosis, and 

active conveyance ) , cell division '' miosis and mitosis '' . 

Chemistry: 

Chemical forms: 

solid, liquid and gas atoms, sub atomic atoms, atomic construction and 

isotopes. 

The Periodic Table: 

Elementss and the periodic tabular array, alkali metals, alkalic Earth metals, 

passage metals, halogens and baronial gases. 

Bonding: 

Ionic bonds and covalent bonds. 

Acids and bases: 

Properties of acids and bases, pH graduated table, neutralisation, mundane 

illustrations. 

Physicss: 

Beams and Waves: 
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Beams and visible radiation, Torahs of contemplations, level and curving 

mirrors, refraction of visible radiation, lenses, mundane utilizations of mirrors

and lenses, transverse and longitudinal moving ridges, wave equation. 

Appraisal: 

This class will utilize assortment of assessment tools including hebdomadal 

quizzes, unit trials, presentations, undertakings, lab work, aˆ¦. etc. Most of 

these appraisals will be assessed harmonizing to the following MYP 

standards: 

Standard A - ONE Universe: 

This nonsubjective refers to enabling pupils to derive a better apprehension 

of the function of scientific discipline in society. 

Students should be cognizant that scientific discipline is a planetary 

enterprise and that its development and applications can hold effects for our 

lives. 

One universe should supply pupils with the chance to critically measure the 

deductions of scientific developments and their applications to local and/or 

planetary issues. 

At the terminal of the class, pupils should be able to: 

aˆ? explain the ways in which scientific discipline is applied and used to turn 

to specific jobs or issues. 
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aˆ? discuss the effectivity of scientific discipline and its application in work 

outing jobs or issues. 

aˆ? discuss and measure the moral, ethical, societal, economic, political, 

cultural and environmental 

deductions of the usage of scientific discipline and its application in work 

outing specific jobs or issues. 

Achievement degree 

Form 

0 

The pupil does non make a standard described by any of the forms below. 

1-2 

-The pupil states one manner in which scientific discipline is applied and 

used to turn to specific jobs or issues 

- The pupil remarks upon the effectivity of scientific discipline and its 

application in work outing jobs or issues. 

-The pupil states how scientific discipline and its application interact with one

of the undermentioned factors: moral, ethical, societal, economic, political, 

cultural and environmental. 

3-4 
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-The pupil states the ways in which scientific discipline is applied and used to

turn to specific jobs or issues 

-The pupil states the effectivity of scientific discipline and its application in 

work outing jobs or issues 

-The pupil states how scientific discipline and its application interact with 

some of the undermentioned factors: moral, ethical, societal, economic, 

political, cultural and environmental. 

5-6 

-The pupil describes the ways in which scientific discipline is applied and 

used to turn to specific jobs or issues. 

- The pupil describes the effectivity of scientific discipline and its application 

in work outing jobs or issues 

- The pupil describes how scientific discipline and its application interact with

some of the undermentioned factors: moral, ethical, societal, economic, 

political, cultural and environmental. 

Standard B -Communication: 

This nonsubjective refers to enabling pupils to go competent and confident 

when pass oning information in scientific discipline. Students should be able 

to utilize scientific linguistic communication right and a assortment of 

communicating manners and formats as appropriate. Students should be 
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cognizant of the importance of admiting and suitably citing the work of 

others when pass oning in scientific discipline. 

At the terminal of the class, pupils should be able to: 

aˆ? usage scientific linguistic communication right. 

aˆ? usage appropriate communicating manners such as verbal ( unwritten, 

written ) , ocular ( in writing, symbolic ) and communicating formats 

( research lab studies, essays, presentations ) to efficaciously pass on 

theories, thoughts and findings in scientific discipline. 

aˆ? acknowledge the work of others and the beginnings of information used 

by suitably documenting them utilizing a recognized referencing system. 

Achievement degree 

Form 

0 

The pupil does non make a standard described by any of the forms below. 

1-2 

-The pupil uses some scientific linguistic communication. 

-The pupil communicates little or no scientific information. 

-The pupil paperss limited or no beginnings of information. 
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3-4 

-The pupil uses some scientific linguistic communication right. 

-The pupil communicates scientific information moderately efficaciously. 

- The pupil paperss beginnings of information in a bibliography. 

5-6 

-The pupil uses scientific linguistic communication right. 

-The pupil communicates scientific information efficaciously. 

-The pupil paperss beginnings of information including bibliography and in-

text mentioning. 

Criterion C - KNOWLEDGE AND Understanding: 

This nonsubjective refers to enabling pupils to understand scientific cognition

( facts, thoughts, constructs, procedures, Torahs, rules, theoretical accounts 

and theories ) and to use it to build scientific accounts, work out jobs and 

explicate scientifically supported statements. 

At the terminal of the class, pupils should be able to: 

aˆ? recall scientific cognition and usage scientific apprehension to build 

scientific accounts 

aˆ? use scientific cognition and understanding to work out jobs set in familiar

and unfamiliar 
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state of affairss. 

aˆ? critically analyze and evaluate information to do judgements supported 

by scientific apprehension. 

Achievement degree 

Form 

0 

The pupil does non make a standard described by any of the forms below. 

1-2 

- The pupil recalls some scientific thoughts, constructs and/or procedures. 

-The pupil applies scientific understanding to work out simple jobs. 

3-4 

-The pupil describes scientific thoughts, constructs and/or procedures. 

-The pupil applies scientific understanding to work out complex jobs in 

familiar state of affairss. 

-The pupil analyses scientific information by placing parts, relationships or 

causes. 

5-6 
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-The pupil uses scientific thoughts, constructs and/or processes right to build 

scientific accounts. 

- The pupil applies scientific understanding to work out complex jobs 

including those in unfamiliar state of affairss. 

-The pupil analyses and evaluates scientific information and makes 

judgements supported by scientific apprehension. 

Criterion D - SCIENTIFIC INQUIRY: 

This nonsubjective refers to enabling pupils to develop rational and practical 

accomplishments to plan and transport out scientific probes independently 

and to measure the experimental design ( method ) . 

At the terminal of the class, pupils should be able to: 

aˆ? province a focussed job or research inquiry to be tested by a scientific 

probe. 

aˆ? explicate a testable hypothesis and explicate it utilizing scientific logical 

thinking. 

aˆ? design and carry out scientific probes that include variables and controls,

stuff and/or equipment needed, a method to be followed and the manner in 

which the information is to be collected and processed 

aˆ? measure the cogency and dependability of the method. 

Achievement degree 
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Form 

0 

The pupil does non make a standard described by any of the forms below. 

1-2 

-The pupil efforts to province a focussed job or research inquiry. 

- The method suggested is uncomplete. 

-The pupil suggests simplistic betterments. 

3-4 

- The pupil states a focussed job or research inquiry and makes a 

hypothesis but does non explicate it utilizing scientific logical thinking. 

-The pupil selects appropriate stuffs and equipment and writes a largely 

complete method, adverting some of the variables involved and how to pull 

strings them. 

-The pupil makes remarks on the method, or the accuracy/precision of the 

informations. 

-The pupil remarks on the cogency of the hypothesis based on the result of 

the probe. 
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-The pupil suggests some betterments to the method or makes suggestions 

for farther enquiry when relevant. 

5-6 

-The pupil states a clear focused job or research inquiry, formulates a 

testable hypothesis and explains the hypothesis utilizing scientific logical 

thinking. 

- The pupil selects appropriate stuffs and equipment and writes a clear, 

logical method, adverting all of the relevant variables involved and how to 

command and pull strings them, and depicting how the information will be 

collected and processed. 

- The pupil makes remarks on the method, and the truth and preciseness of 

the informations. 

-The pupil makes remarks on the how the hypothesis is supported or non by 

the data/outcome of the probe. 

-The pupil suggests realistic betterments to the method and makes 

suggestions for farther enquiry when relevant. 

Criterion E - Processing Datas: 

This nonsubjective refers to enabling pupils to roll up, procedure and 

construe sufficient qualitative and/or quantitative informations to pull 

appropriate decisions. Students are expected to develop analytical thought 
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accomplishments to construe informations and justice the dependability of 

the informations. 

At the terminal of the class, pupils should be able to: 

aˆ? collect and record informations utilizing units of measuring as and when 

appropriate 

aˆ? organize, transform and present informations utilizing numerical and 

ocular signifiers 

aˆ? analyze and construe informations 

aˆ? draw decisions consistent with the informations and supported by 

scientific logical thinking. 

Achievement degree 

Form 

0 

The pupil does non make a standard described by any of the forms below. 

1-2 

-The pupil collects some informations and efforts to enter it in a suited 

format. 

-The pupil organizes and nowadayss informations utilizing simple numerical 

or ocular signifiers. 
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-The pupil efforts to place a tendency, form or relationship in the information.

-The pupil efforts to pull a decision but this is non consistent with the 

reading of the informations. 

3-4 

-The pupil collects sufficient relevant informations and records it in a suited 

format. 

-The pupil organizes, transforms and nowadayss informations in numerical 

and/or ocular signifiers, with a few mistakes or skips. 

-The pupil states a tendency, form or relationship shown in the information. 

-The pupil draws a decision consistent with the reading of the informations. 

5-6 

- The pupil collects sufficient relevant informations and records it in a suited 

format. 

- The pupil organizes, transforms and nowadayss informations in numerical 

and/or ocular signifiers logically and right. 

-The pupil describes a tendency, form or relationship in the informations and 

uses the informations to convey meaningful information. 

-The pupil draws a clear decision based on the right reading of the 

informations and explains it utilizing scientific logical thinking. 
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-Numerical signifiers: may include mathematical computations such as 

averaging, or finding values from a graph or tabular array. 

Criterion F - Attitude IN SCIENCE: 

This nonsubjective refers to encouraging pupils to develop safe, responsible 

and collaborative working patterns in practical scientific discipline. 

During the class, pupils should be able to: 

aˆ? work safely and utilize stuff and equipment aptly 

aˆ? work responsibly with respects to the life and inanimate environment 

aˆ? work efficaciously as persons and as portion of a group by join forcesing 

with others. 

Achievement degree 

Form 

0 

The pupil does non make a standard described by any of the forms below. 

1-2 

-The pupil requires some counsel to work safely and some aid when utilizing 

stuff and equipment. 
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-The pupil requires some counsel to work responsibly with respects to the life

and inanimate environment. 

-When working as portion of a group, the pupil needs frequent reminders to 

cooperate with others. 

3-4 

-The pupil requires small counsel to work safely and small aid when utilizing 

stuff and equipment. 

.-The pupil works responsibly with respects to the life and inanimate 

environment. 

- When working as portion of a group the pupil cooperates with others on 

most 

occasions. 

5-6 

-The pupil requires no counsel to work safely and uses stuff and equipment 

aptly. 

-The pupil works responsibly with respects to the life and inanimate 

environment. 

-When working as portion of a group, the pupil cooperates with others. 

Student 
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Teacher 

0 

0 

. The pupil does non make a standard described by any of the forms below. 

1 - 2 

1 - 2 

. The pupil requires some counsel to work safely and some aid when 

utilizing stuff and equipment. 

. The pupil requires some counsel to work responsibly with respects to the 

life 

and inanimate environment. 

. When working as portion of a group, the pupil needs frequent reminders to 

cooperate with others. 

3 - 4 

3 - 4 

. The pupil requires small counsel to work safely and small aid when utilizing 

stuff and equipment. 
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. The pupil works responsibly with respects to the life and inanimate 

environment. 

. When working as portion of a group the pupil cooperates with others on 

most 

occasions. 

5 - 6 

5 - 6 

. The pupil requires no counsel to work safely and uses stuff and equipment 

aptly. 

. The pupil works responsibly with respects to the life and inanimate 

environment. 

. When working as portion of a group, the pupil cooperates with others. 
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